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Planetaryphotographershave
taken noticeof Canada-based
lumenera Corpoand its line of
high-speeddigital cameras.
Capableof cap,turingvideo clips
at up to 60 fraruesper second,
the company'snew Lw1075M
CCDcamerahas been renamed

..

PremierPlanetaryImager

SkyNyx2-0 for introduction to
the astronomicaI market.

A newcamera
raisesthe bar for
solar-system
photogrophy.

'\

BySeanWalker

Thisimageof Saturnwascaptured
at the Winter Star Partyin Florida
last February23rdusingTimKhan's
200-millimeter TECrefractorand
the'SkyNyx2-0 camera,alongwith
additional equipmentborrowed
from DonaldParkerand Sheldon

WHAT WE LlKE:

Ropidfromerotes wit~ "O
video compression

Faworski.Ali astronomicaI images
aie by the author.Ali hardwore
photogro'phsore by CraigMichael
Utter for Sky& Telescope.

High sensitivity and low
noise
WHATWE DDN'T LlKE:

.

Confusing instructions

Dlder computersrequire
Streampix
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PLANETARYPHOTOGRAPHYhas
grown in popularity and quality
during the past few years. With
webcams and software that can
sort thousands of frames to pick
the sharpest ones to combine,
successful planetary photographers are no longer limited to
locations with ideaI atmospheric
seeing. But there are stilllimits
to webcam imaging. For example,
amateurs working with inexpensive webcams are forced to record

Planet Flicks
LumeneroSkyNyx2-0 comero
(formerly colled Lumenero
Lw1075M)ond USBcoble.
US price: $995
(bundled with StreomPix: $1,495)
North America:

Adirondock Astronomy,
72 Horrison Ave., HudsonFolls,
NY12839; 877-348-8433;
www.ostrovid.com.

ity, noisy frames, which require
many frames to be stacked to
achieve a smooth final image.
Although the Lumenera cameras are made for still images,
there are freeware programs
such as AMCap (http://noeld
.com/programs. asp?cat=video)
and Lucam Recorder (www
.astrofactum.de) that run the
Lumenera in video mode with an
interface similM to those used

for popular webcams.
The originaI Lumenera camera
video clips at only five frames per
arrived
with a sn\all AC power
second in order to avoid imageEuropean price: €790
compression artifacts inherent
adapter and a 6-f60t (2-meter)
(bundled with StreomPix: €1,165)
with faster frame rates on relaUSB cable, as well as a CD-ROM
Astromecconico, Pernice 71-54100
tively slow USB 1.0 connections.
containing software drivers and
Romognono, MS, Itoly; +39 0585
the software for single-frame
To eliminate these problems,
831130; www.ostromecconico.it.
capture (Lucam). I also received
some pioneering individuals
a trial version of StreamPix, a
began searching for faster, more
powerful cameras. Their search ended at Lumenera
video-capture package by Norpix, but more about
this software later. While I had to supply my own
Corp., a Canadian company that specializes in highadapter to couple the camera's C-mount to my
end cameras for science and industry.
while writing about planetary imaging last year
telescope, the adapter is included if you purchase
the camera from Adirondack Astronomy or Astro(S&T: October 2005, page 115), I became intrigued
by the stunning images produced by well-known
I meccanica.
amateurs Damian Peach in England and Paolo LazFirstLight
zarotti in Italy. Based on their experiences, we decided to take a closer look at the Lumenera Lu075M
In a strange twist of fate it was clear the evening
the camera arrived, so I quickly installed the camcamera. After just a few nights of testing, it was
clear to us that the camera would be a Hot product
era drivers and software on my laptop computer
and headed outside to capture Mars while it was
pick for 2006 (S&T: January 2006, page 98). What
follows is our in-depth evaluation.
stilliarge enough to reveal fine details in my 7-inch
I began working with monochrome and color
versions of the camera on loan from Lumenera late
last year. Then early this year the company sent us
its new "astronomical" version of the monochrome
camera, called the SkyNyx 2-0, which will be available around the time this issue reaches readers.
While the version I tested has the same housing
as the older LU075M model, Lumenera's Thomas
Maroney told us that a new housing is being developed for astronomical cameras.
The SkyNyx 2-0 has better noise characteristics
at high gain settings than the Lu075M. The camera
has a high-speed USB 2.0 computer interface that
allows recording up to 60 frames per second of
uncompressed video using the CCD's entire 640-by480-pixel formato Even faster frame rates are possible when a sub-frame portion of the chip is used,
though this will be limited by the brightness of the
subject. Uncompressed video is important because
compression loses data and produces lower-qual-

Oneof the SkyNyx2-0's
ostronomicolbenefitscompored with inexpensive
webcomsis its high sensitivity. Thisollows you to
use greoter mognificotions
(which producedimmerimoges)with o given telescope.
While recordingMorsjust
ofter opposition lost yeor.
the outhor typicolly usedon
effective focollength of 15.2
meterswith his 7-inch(178.
millimeter) M,oksutov-Newtonion telesco'pe.Thisview
wos copturedon the evening
of November26th, whenthe
Mortion disk oppeored17.7
orcsecondsocross.
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.5&1 test report
Right:Becausethe Lumenera camerarecordsvideo
without imagecompression,
the individuai fromes ore
relatively smoothevenwhen
the camerais set to maximumgain. The left image
is a single frame of Jupiter
from a SkyNyx2-0 AVI
mbvieclip modethrough
a red lilter on the morning
of January29th whenthe
planet was only 24° above
the horizon.'Compareit with
the red-channelimageat
right from a single frame
capturedwith a ToUCam
Pro740. Below:Thetricolor
result obtained with the
Lumeneracameraand the
author's 7-inchtelescope.

Maksutov-Newtonian telescope. That was a mistake.
The first problem I encountered was that my
laptop's l-GHz processor was too slow to run the
camera with AMCap, since this software writes a
large, uncompressed RGB video file (in AVI format)
directly to the computer's hard drive. Because of
dropped frames, I ended up effectively recording
only 5 to lO frames per secondo This wasn't much
better than the inexpensive webcams l've used and
was especially troublesome since I wanted to shoot
movie clips through separate red, green, and blue
filters to assemble a color image with the monochrome camera.
.
I then tried StreamPix and realized rather quickly
that I should have re ad the Help files before attempting to run this program, as it's unlike any of
the webcam software l've used in the pasto So much
for trying to avoid the leaming curve! Fortunately,
clouds arrived and I was able to spend time examining the software and camera in detail before my
next outing.
Like Lumenera's cameras, StreamPix is intended
for industriaI purposes, and many of its features are
unnecessary for planetary imaging. After reading
the Help files I was still confused about the best
way to use the setup for astronomical imaging, so I
contacted Lazzarotti, who kindly provided me with

A Lu~~neramovieclip modeat high frame rates producesa
huge d~ta stream that con overwhelmcomputerswith slow
processtrs and hard drives, causing droppedframesand effectivelY'slowerframe rates. Onesolution is to usethe optional
StreamPixsoftware, which con write a moviesequencedirectly
to o computer's RAMand thus postponesaving it to the hard
drive until after the video capture is linished. With this method
the author effectively doubled his frame rate from 15to 30
frames per secondwith his 0Ider-modeI1-GHzlaptop.

detailed instructions. This was a huge help, and
soon I had the system running smoothly.
The biggest strength of StreamPix is its ability to
write data from the camera directly to the computer's RAM. Later, you transfer the data from RAM to
the hard drive as an AVI-format movie. Byavoiding
the steps of converting thè data stream to AVI format and recording it on a relatively slow hard drive,

AtlkFilter Wbeel.
As mentionedinthe
occompony.ing orticle, lpreferred ossembling
color<h;noges

frOI'Tlindividuai

frol'Tlesshotthroughred, green,
oncfblue filters with the monochrome Lumenero camera. Eorly.
on,however, it becomeobvious
thot removing the camera from
the telescope o.ndswitching
filters for eoch video clip wos
improcticol. NotoJfy. were the
separate imoges usuollyrototed
relative td one onother,but 0150
the proce 'Sincreosed the chonceij
.

'.

i,

of gettin dust ond fingerprints
on the fil ers.
My.solOtiontotheseproblems
,,
,,'

wos th~jJ1ter wh~el mode by.
Atik]nstruments ($;1.99),which is
ovoiloble"from Adirondock Astronomy. (www.ostrovid;com).Thisollmetolunit isbeoutif.ully. l'TIochined
and'conhold five 1tf4-inch~fjlters.
I (ound it to be onideolmotch for
the lumenero camera.
Weighing only.ll ounces (310
groms), the Atlk ,filter whee,l
hos o 1tf4,jnch nosepiece for
}
tbe telescope slde ond o .mole T
threod with locking ringfor the
camera side (other fittings ore
o.vuiloble). Users mustsppply.
their own filters; lusedtustom

Scientific's red, green, ond.~.~ue
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filters. Another spoce wos filled
with on infrored.poss filter that
ho.s proven beneficio I for coptur.
ing surfoce detoil an Mors.
The unit was very. solid, even
when used with o long stock of
1tf4.inch Borlow lenses. Indeed,
on nights of good seeing I wos
oble to use such high mognifi.
cotions thot I hod more thon 9
inches of occessories between my
focuser ond the camera, yet the
plonets never jumped aff the chip
when I chonged filìers. The filter
wheel turned very. Jmoothly with
on eosily. identifioble click.stop
for eoch filter position.

StreamPix bypasses

the frame-dropping problem

that handicaps slower computers. This is my biggest justification for recommending this somewhat
expensive program, especially for those with older
eomputers such as mine.
With StreamPix running on my laptop, I was able
to record video at 30 frames per second, and even
higher rates were possible when I used a sub-frame
erop, though I1ly ?-inch aperture produced images
that were too dim to be useful at the reduced exposure times corresponding to the faster frame rates.
StreamPix's sub-frame feature allows you to crop
the image to any size you wish, saving precious
hard-drive space by reducing the amount of blank
information in each movie sequence. The software
also records a true monochrome movie, rather
than generating unnecessarily large RGB movies
that contain no additional information for a monoehrome camera.
With the ability to rapidly record uncompressed
frames, I could easily capture enough of them fOf
staeking during short movie clips and thus "beat
the seeing" even on mediocre'nights. I quickly
established a routine for recording red-, green-,
and blue-filtered movie clips in rapid succession,
which is important when making color images of
the rapidly rotating planets Mars, Jupiter, and Satum. While I didn't need separately filtered movies
with the Lumenera color cameras, I still preferred
the monochrome camera because of its higher sensitivity and the cleaner data stream. Furthermore,
the best images l've seen of the planets have been
captured using tricolor techniques, so everything
points to it being the superior method.
While reeording Mars, I was struck by how easy it
was to get sharp images with the Lumenera camera.
With a Philips ToUcam Pro 740, I was frequently
frustrated by the poor seeing that usually occurs
here in New England. But with the SkyNyx 2-0,
even seemingly mediocre video clips produced
quality results. of course, I was stilllimited by the
resolution of my telescope's relatively small aperture, but I found the uncompressed movie files far
easier to process successfully.
Observers thinking of moving up to a Lumenera
camera from a webcam should consider the magnification differences involved. The SkyNyx 2-0
has an array of 7.4-micron-square pixels, compared
with the ToUcam's 5.6-micron pixels. Thus I had to
increase my telescope's effective focallength by a
faetor of ~.32x to achieve the same per-pixel image
scale. ~hile this magnification increase reduced
the image brightness, the Lumenera camera had no
problem recording well-exposed video clips.
Although I had good success imaging planets, I
had even better resplts using the Lumenera camera
on my Coronado Personal Solar Telescope (PST).
The camera provid~d extremely smooth images at
lowgain, and it proved very effective for shooting
the lqw Sun in its daily journey through New Eng-
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In addition to its excellent

land's winter sky. Compared with images from the
ToUcam, the Lumenera images were far less noisy
and easier to process.'
Does the Lumenera camera live up to its reputatimi? I feel it does. But there are a few caveats. It

I

I

certainly captures smoother individuaI frames than
inexpensive webcams, but at a premium price. And
in order to take full advantage of tbe Lumenera you
eitber have to have a computer capable of high write
speeds, such as a 2.6-GHz processor with a 7,200rpm hard drive, or you need the optional StreamPix
software. If capturing the best solar-system images
possible is your goal, then this camera is worth the
investment. *

"

planetary performance,
the SkyNyx2-0 is superb
for imaging the Sunand
Moan. Theauthor captured
the solar disk in hydrogen'alpha light last November
21st using his Coranado
PersonalSolarTelescope
(PST).It's an 11-imagemosaic,-with each piecebeing
a stack of 150 framesfrom
the SkyNyx2-0 that were
combinedwith RegiStaxand
Maxlm Di.

Assistant editor SEAN W1\LKER has spent most clear nights
during the past eight months capturing planetary images .
with a variety of cameras.
5&T RATlNG5
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L-umenera5kyNyx 2-0

Camera

I- StreamPix
software
Overall
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SensilJ\y
perfect. No meoningful improvements possible,

****
***
**
*

Anyshortcomings will go unnoticed in normol use.
Problems noticeoble but do not seriously offect performonce.
Problems noticeoble during normol use - performonce compromised.
Problems so severe thot the equipment is virtuolly unusoble.

.

Bottom Line 5ummary:
The LumeneraSkyNyx

2-0 is a high-sensitivity,
low-noisemonochrome
cameracapableof recording high-quaY!yimagesof
solar-systemo'bjectswith
modesttelescopes.

Rotings ore intended to convey performance compored with equivalent
equipment and should not be used to predict the relative perf""{"ance òf
instruments hoving markedly diflerent specifications.
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ASTRONOMY GEAR

_new product showcase

"

ASTRO-TECH UNE With its initial foray into the field of high-quality
accessories for backyard stargazers, Astronomy Technologies has released
an impres,sivearray of small refractors and star diagonals. The new 80-millimeter f/6.achromat ($379) and 66-mm f/6 EOapochromatic doublet ($329)
include features not normally found at these prices, such as a dual-speed
Crayford-style focuser and a custom-fitted, foam-lined case. Purchasers con
choose from a variety of tube nnishes.
Astro-Tech'sline of mirror diagonals ranges from a P/4-inch model with a
99% reflective coating ($69.95) to 2-inch versions for conventional focusers
and threaded for Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes (starting at $79.95). Ali
2.inch models include P/4-inch adapters and ore available with standard
enhanced-aluminum or 99% reflective dielectric coatings. A 45° erect-image
P/4.inch prism diagonal ($59.95) is also available. Ali models feature nonmarring compression rings.
. Available
fromAstronomics,
680SW24thAve.,Norman,
OK73069;
800-422-7876; www.astronomics.com. and High Point Scientific, 442 Route
206, Montague, NJ07827; 800- 266-9590; www.highpointscientific.com
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.. ZOOM PRE$CRIPTIONTele Vue
has updated its popular l%-inch
7-24-millimeter zoom eyepiece
($240) to accept its Dioptrx
astigmatism correctors. Now
observers can put away their
glasses and enjoy this versatile
eyepiece unimpeded by the
restrictions of limited eye relief.
The eyepiece features Tele Vue's
unique click-stop zoom feature,
ideaI for bino-viewets, and includes a fold-down rubber eyeguardo The new eyepiece design
also mates with Te'leVue's camera adapter for variabIe:.magnification photography.
.- Tele Vue Optics, 32 Elkay Dr.,
Chester, NY 10918;
845-469-4551; www.te}evue.com

.

DSLR CONTROL Astrophotographers using Canon digital single-Iens reflex (OSLR)cameras will ';,
appreciate OslrStar ($180) from Cercis Astro. The unit allows long-exposurf;!sequences, iilcluding
dark frames, to be programmed and controlled either through a computer or in stand-alone mode.
The unit records exposure information such as time, temperature, mirror lock-ùp, and delay between
expòsures. Housed in a rugged metal case, OslrStar comes with an AC power adapter, USB cable,
CanonA612 basic cable, and CO-ROMcontaining Windo~s software. It sports input jacks for; camera
cables and an autoguider port compatible wi~h any telescope that has TTL guider inputs. OslrStar
currently supports Canon cameras including the 3000, 100, 200, 2000, and Oigital Rebel.
CercisAstro, 108 West Franklin Ave., pennin

.

7ton, NJ08534; 609-7371512~;vwww.cercisastro.comi
,
'

New

ProductShowcoseis o reoder service feoturing innovotive equipment ond softwore of interest to omoteur ostronomers, The descriptions ore bosed lorgely on informotion supplied by the monufocturers or distr ibutors. Sky & Te/escope ossumes no responsibility for the occurocy of vendors' s~tements. For further informotion contoct the
monufocturer or distributor. Announcement_~.should be sent to nps@SkyondTelescope.com. Not 011onnouncements will be Ifs'ed.
,
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